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Critical Acclaim 

Thirty Bench Monthly Newsletter
Thirty Bench Wine Makers

4281 Mountainview Road Beamsville, Ontario L0R 1B2

92 Points 

Thirty Bench ‘Winemaker’s Blend’
Riesling
VQA Beamsville Bench $22.95  
10.8% alcohol

The lifted nose of lime and piquant spice
aromas is also decorated with sharp mineral
notes and notions of petrol. 

An off-dry surge of citrus-infused flavours
explode on the palate with lemon curd and
lime cordial providing pizzazz along with
delicious accoutrements of melon, minerality
and under-ripe orchard fruit. It’s medium-
weight with a bountiful, lip-smacking finish. 

Divine sipped on its own, it pours well with
grilled or pan-seared fish, steamed mussels or
breaded and skillet-fried calamari. 

Vic Harradine
Winecurrent.com

SAVE $3
until May 23
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Vineyard Update
Winemaker Emma Garner & Vineyard Manager Wade Stark

BECOME A WINE CLUB MEMBER
Call our Retail team at (905) 563-0352

We have been busy in the vineyards preparing for the Spring season. All cane
tying has been completed in all of our estate vineyards. We have repaired the
trellis and set all of the catch wires. We have also distributed nutrients
throughout the vineyards. Our macro nutrients are: Nitrogen, Phosphorus,
Potassium and our micro nutrients are: Sulphur, Boron and Manganese. 

Bud break is imminent which means we are hoping that temperatures
continue to rise and the frost stays away. Without access to wind machines in
our vineyards, we will be crossing our fingers that we don't experience any
further frost events. Luckily, the air typically flows off the escarpment and
there is rarely any pooling of very cold air on the Beamsville Bench, which is a
more common phenomenon on the flats in the Niagara-on-the-Lake
appellation that can result in damage to susceptible buds. We should be past
the frost, looking at the extended forecast, but never say never! 

Wade Stark, Vineyard Manager

Jan 2021 Feb 2021 Mar 2021 Apr 2021

https://wineclub.thirtybench.com/
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The newly released Winewings collection
from Riedel feature a signature wide
bottom and a unique shape that stands
out from the rest. Designed to enhance
specific wine varietals, we are pleased to
offer five unique stems including: Cabernet
Sauvignon, Riesling, Chardonnay, Pinot
Noir and Sparkling. These glasses are the
perfect investment to showcase your
favourite wines from Thirty Bench.

Retail price per stem: $42.95

For those who love the casual look and
ease of a stemless wine glass, Winewings is

also available in Cabernet Sauvignon,
Riesling and Pinot Noir varietal styles. With
the same bowl design as the stems, these

are ideal for enjoying a relaxing glass of
your favourite Thirty Bench selection. We

are excited to offer a Limited Time
Anniversary 4 Pack celebrating 265 years of

Riedel. 
 

Retail Price: $96.95 per box of 4

NEW Riedel Glassware

Call our Retail Store to purchase your Glassware today!
Call the winery at (905) 563-0352 to order. 
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Newly released for 2021, the 
Altitude Matters decanter is a classic Riedel

design with a new twist: the profile of the
Kaiser Mountains in Tyrol, Austria. This
stunning mountain range has been the

backdrop for the last decade of the Riedel
family and is only a short drive from the

handmade factory. The eye-catching shape is
ideal for decanting younger wines and its

wide base ensures optimum aeration while
the angled lip guarantees and easy pour.

 
Retail Price: $750.00

 
 

 The Winewings Decanter is a new and
elegant re-creation of Riedel’s Swan
decanter. The long and graceful neck
features a lavender stripe that is pulled from
purple crystal introduced into the molten
glass when the decanter is initially formed.
As part of the reimaging, the design now
includes an indented handle for easier
pouring.

Retail Price: $750.00

 

NEW Riedel Glassware

Call our Retail Store to purchase your Decanter today!
Call the winery at (905) 563-0352 to order. 


